FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

VIVITEK AND DELTA DISPLAY SOLUTIONS CELEBRATE TOGETHER AT ISE 2019
Vivitek and Delta Display Solutions to showcase wide range of AV solutions, including new large format,
display products, novelties in wireless collaboration and a broad range of visual solutions
Hoofddorp, 17 December 2018 – At ISE 2019, Vivitek, a brand of Delta, together with Delta Display
Solutions, invites new and existing customers to Celebrate Together, as it marks ten years exhibiting at
ISE and ten years presence in EMEA. To honour this occasion, both respected brands will showcase
new products ranging from meeting and large venue projectors to large format display devices,
wireless collaboration and digital signage solutions. All can be seen on stand 5R60.
Unveiling new high brightness projectors
One of Vivitek’s ISE 2019 highlights will be a new laser projector that boasts breakthrough brightness
levels using single-chip DLP technology. It delivers a brightness performance only previously achievable
when using traditional 3-chip technology. Vivitek’s new flagship projector in the DU9000 series will use
laser-phosphor illumination to provide durability and colour accuracy, while the projector also comes
with a choice of optional lenses to provide installation flexibility for any new or existing environment.
Offering the most complete choice for wireless collaboration
Additionally, Vivitek will display its full range of wireless collaborative NovoConnect Solutions that
bring easy connectivity and facilitate cooperation for any boardroom, conference and meeting rooms.
New to ISE 2019, will be the all-in-one wireless collaboration systems including the ever-popular
interactive NovoTouch panel range, which will also become available with a Capacitive Touch highaccuracy touch function. An industry novelty will be a new projector with the NovoConnect solution
embedded. This completes the range of all-in-one and standalone choices to retrofit or newly equip
any meeting room with the best wireless access and collaboration.
Vivitek will also demonstrate NovoTouch’s new LiveScreen function, a recently added feature that
provides the ability to connect up to five screens in different rooms. With the NovoConnect range
delivering cross-platform compatibility – including support for Windows, MacOS, Ubuntu, Android, iOS
and Chromebooks - it further facilitates the Bring Your Own Device environment for added employee
and workplace flexibility.
Reliable and durable Delta Video Wall solutions
Bringing further excitement to the booth will be Delta Display Solutions’ FE Series, with its range of LED
solutions for indoor and outdoor displays. Showcasing on a sample wall, Delta’s LED Wall Solutions
deliver excellent image quality and uniformity thanks to their fine pixel detail, whilst being highly
reliable and durable. The LED Wall Solutions excel in high ambient light environments, both capturing
the audience's attention and making for a highly memorable viewing experience. Also showcased will

be a 2x2 LCD wall with a narrow bezel of 0.9mm, and a 3x3 LCD video wall. As these products
demonstrate, Delta’s LCD video wall displays are an ideal solution for demanding, yet spaceconstrained control rooms. Delta’s LCD displays can be stacked together to achieve virtually any screen
size, setting a new standard for large format, high-impact display solutions.
Visitors to the joint Vivitek - Delta stand can also view and experience the performance of Delta’s video
wall cubes in UHD 4K resolution and laser-phosphor technology designed for control room
environments. Video source, camera, and content are increasingly in 4K, while Delta’s 4K monitoring
map area can be up to four times wider than HD offerings - making it ideal for control rooms where
detail is everything. Delta’s considerable experience in video wall technologies ensures reliability and
durability in many 24/7 applications, and can be depended on to bring control to even the most
challenging of events or environments.
Celebrate Together – 10 year anniversary
Commenting on its presence at ISE 2019, Holger Graeff, General Manager, Vivitek EMEA, said:
“Celebrate Together represents 10 years of our presence in EMEA and at ISE, and we are excited to
mark this milestone with new and existing customers, partners and installation professionals alike.
Today, Vivitek and Delta present the broadest range of display solutions in the industry, and whatever
the application or environment, customers can be assured that our solutions offer class-leading
performance, reliability and value for money. This is what makes Vivitek and Delta the brands of choice
for wireless collaboration and large venue and video wall applications.”
ENDS
About Vivitek
Vivitek, a brand of Delta, offers an extensive line of visual display and presentation products. Vivitek’s
line of digital projection and display products incorporates the latest innovations and technologies to
meet the market demands for education, business, home theater and large venue.
For more information about Vivitek, please visit www.vivitekcorp.com or www.vivitek.eu
About Delta
Delta, founded in 1971, is a global provider of power and thermal management solutions and a major
player in several product segments such as industrial automation, displays, and networking. Its mission
statement, “To provide innovative, clean and energy-efficient solutions for a better tomorrow,”
focuses on addressing key environmental issues such as global climate change. As an energy-saving
solutions provider with core competencies in power electronics and innovative research and
development, Delta's business domains include Power Electronics, Automation, and Infrastructure.
Delta has 169 sales offices, 69 R&D centres and 37 manufacturing facilities worldwide.
Throughout its history, Delta has received many global awards and recognition for its business
achievements, innovative technologies and dedication to corporate social responsibility. Since 2011,
Delta has been listed on the DJSI World Index of Dow Jones Sustainability™ Indices for 8 consecutive

years. In 2017, Delta was selected by CDP (formerly the Carbon Disclosure Project) for its Climate
Change Leadership Level for the 2nd consecutive year.
For detailed information about Delta, please visit: www.delta-emea.com
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